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Two fugitives try to stop an alien invasion that reproduce by sodomizing men. Yeah, like all the
others, I also do love this picture! Although it is a low budget movie, the shootout-scenes (in the
Alien-Bar) are very well done. It almost seems that John Woo has directed this scene! The humor of
the film is actually comparable with Peter Jackson's Bad Taste! Have a look at the Alien-Bosses at the
end of the film...they look like the puppets of "Sesame-Street"! (alluson of "Meet the Feebles"?) The
actors are not so well known, but the locations (mostly in the "Comarca de Guadix", Granada) like
the town Abla, where the Alien-Bar is, are known by Spaghetti-Western Freakes! Near Abla is La
Calahora e.g. There were shot many scenes from "Once upon a time in the West" Must be seen!!!!!
This is a wonderful zombie flick that should appeal to everyone who likes zombie films with a dose of
humor. Don't be bothered by the extremely poor rating. With films like these, a poor rating is
actually a good rating because it means that mainstream viewers hate it. About the story: Two guys
escape from prison. They hijack a hot chick and her car. Then they visit a friend, collect some guns,
and go to a big gangster boss who owes them money. It turn out, however, that the gangster boss is
very inhuman in the literal sense... Mucha Sange has been described as a "film that Tarantino would
have made if he were Spanish and knew how to make a good zombie flick". It has everything you
can ever wish for in a zombie movie: Cool characters, heavy metal music, fantastic settings, just the
right dose of humor, crazy gunfights, an almost surreal chainsaw scene, a hot sex scene with a very
hot chick, good actors, I could go on forever.
See this movie. You won't regret it. But don't see it with friends who are not into this kind of movies.
It's clearly a zombie film made by fans for the fans. 7cb1d79195
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